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Abstract—Microgrids with distributed generation (DG) pro-
vide a resilient solution in the case of major faults in a
distribution system due to natural disasters. This paper proposes
a novel distribution system operational approach by forming mul-
tiple microgrids energized by DG from the radial distribution
system in real-time operations to restore critical loads from the
power outage. Specifically, a mixed-integer linear program is for-
mulated to maximize the critical loads to be picked up while
satisfying the self-adequacy and operation constraints for the
microgrids formation problem by controlling the ON/OFF status
of the remotely controlled switch devices and DG. A distributed
multiagent coordination scheme is designed via local commu-
nications for the global information discovery as inputs of the
optimization, which is suitable for autonomous communication
requirements after the disastrous event. The formed microgrids
can be further utilized for power quality control and can be con-
nected to a larger microgrid before the restoration of the main
grids is complete. Numerical results based on modified IEEE dis-
tribution test systems validate the effectiveness of our proposed
scheme.

Index Terms—Distribution system, microgrids, mixed-integer
linear program (MILP), multiagent coordination, resilience.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT severe power outages caused by natural disas-
ters, such as floods and hurricanes, have highlighted the

importance and urgency to improve grid resilience of the U.S.
For example, Hurricane Sandy left approximately 7.5 million
customers without power across 15 states and Washington,
DC, after it hit the eastern shore of the U.S. [1]. A recent
Congressional Research Service study estimates the inflation-
adjusted cost of weather-related outages at $25 to $70 billion
annually in the U.S. [2]. Grid resilience is increasingly criti-
cal since the number of outages caused by severe weather is
expected to rise as climate change increases the frequency and
intensity of hurricanes, blizzards, floods, and other extreme
weather events [3]. As the utility grids remain quite vulnerable
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and exposed to natural disasters, rather than protecting the
power grids from storms like Sandy, the power industry
has focused on methods of restoring the distribution system
quickly after disasters to achieve resilient power grids [1].

Distribution system restoration, which aims to restore
loads after a fault by altering the topological structure
of the distribution network, has been extensively stud-
ied in the literature using various methodologies, includ-
ing expert systems [4], [5], fuzzy logic [6], [7], multiagent
systems [8], [9], heuristic search [10], and optimization [11].
These methods can effectively isolate the fault and restore as
much load as possible after the general blackout in the dis-
tribution system. However, when facing natural disasters like
super storm Sandy, the substations may be at fault so that the
distribution system cannot be supplied by the main grids, or
the damages to the distribution facilities cause isolated areas
without power. In these scenarios, traditional distribution sys-
tem restoration approaches cannot guarantee that energy will
continue to be supplied to customers after natural disasters.

The distributed generation (DG) units managed by micro-
grids provide an alternative approach to continue supplying
critical loads after major faults of the main grids [12]. DGs
such as fossil-fuel-based combustion generators have been
widely used as backup generators (or standby generators)
to supply the load in a building after the outage [13]. With
the emerging smart grid technology, many electric distribu-
tion utilities are planning to implement remotely controlled
automatic switch devices on distribution feeders as part of
their grid modernization strategy to achieve the vision of
a “self-healing” distribution grid (see distribution automa-
tion programs in [14]). These automatic switch devices make
it possible to expand supply coverage of the backup DG
beyond its adjacent building to restore more critical loads,
i.e., forming a microgrid for load restoration. However,
how to efficiently form microgrids from several DGs in
the distribution system is not an easy task, especially in
the case of facilities being destroyed due to a disaster.
In addition, the communication requirements in the pres-
ence of disastrous events create more challenges for the
restoration.

To tackle these challenges, we propose a microgrids for-
mation scheme to restore critical loads in a radial distribu-
tion system after major faults at the main grid as a result
of a natural disaster. Based on recent industry trends that
more and more remotely controlled automatic switch facil-
ities are being implemented by electric utilities, DGs are
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exploited to restore more loads via a microgrid instead of just
continuing to supply the nearby load. Specifically, by con-
trolling the ON/OFF status of the automatic switch devices,
each microgrid, which is energized by a DG, is formed
separately. The microgrids formation problem is formulated
as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) to maximize the
total prioritized loads to be picked up while satisfying the
self-adequacy, topology, and operation constraints. To cope
with the resilience challenge of communications after a nat-
ural disaster, we design the global information discovery for
the optimization as a distributed multiagent coordination via
only local communications by applying the average consensus
algorithm. Case studies based on modified IEEE distribu-
tion test systems were conducted to validate the proposed
approach.

Several works in the literature discuss using microgrids
for the distribution service restoration (see [12], [15]–[20]).
In [15] and [17], a sequence of operation principles for the
microgrids in an emergency operation mode after the black-
out is investigated, and control algorithms are discussed to
reduce restoration time. Castillo [16] developed a stochas-
tic MILP to access the impact of coordinating microgrids
as a blackstart resource after a natural disaster. These works
are based on a scenario that requires the microgrids to be
installed beforehand, which may not be available at the current
stage. Our approach instead forms the microgrids dynamically
after the disaster happens by utilizing the automatic switch
facilities and DG units. Li et al. [18] modeled the micro-
grids as virtual feeders and apply the spanning tree search
to maximize the restored load and minimize the number of
switching operations. However, the approach is only for a sin-
gle fault, which is not suitable for the restoration after the
disastrous event. Pham et al. [12] and Wang and Wang [19]
proposed a restoration method utilizing the dispersed genera-
tion insertion. However, this paper, as well as the other works
discussed above, does not consider the communication require-
ments for the restoration after the disaster. Xu and Liu [20]
proposed a multiagent coordination for distributed informa-
tion discovery, but the restoration process does not consider
the topology of the distribution network. To the best of
our knowledge, this paper is the first to propose dynami-
cally forming microgrids to continue supplying critical loads
after a disastrous event to achieve a resilient distribution
system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the microgrids formation problem to
restore critical loads after major faults at the main grid.
Section III formulates the MILP for the microgrids forma-
tion optimization. Section IV proposes the global information
discovery scheme for the optimization via average consensus
algorithms. Section V provides numerical results to validate
our approach, and we conclude in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a radial power distribution system consist-
ing of N nodes denoted by the set of nodes N :=
{1, . . . , N}, and L power lines represented by the set of edges

L := {(i, j)} ⊆ N × N .1 At each node i ∈ N , there is a load
that has the demand of real and reactive power, denoted by
pi and qi, respectively. When there is a major fault at the
main grids as a result of a natural disaster, the distribution
system can no longer be energized by the main grids through
the substation and feeders. Instead, the DGs installed at cer-
tain nodes, which are denoted by the set G ⊂ N , can be
utilized to continue supplying critical loads in the distribution
system before the restoration of the main grids is complete.
To achieve this goal, we have made three assumptions in
this paper.

1) Rather than acting as a backup generator just supplying
the load at node i ∈ G, we assume that the DG can
expand its coverage to supply multiple loads by sepa-
rately forming K microgrids, the set of which is denoted
by K. This assumption is from the fact that the value of
microgrids with DGs to achieve grid resilience has been
recognized, and they are being adopted by some state
governments and industries, and their technical, regula-
tory, and financial barriers for implementations are being
studied [22], [23]. Under this assumption, each micro-
grid k ∈ K consists of a set of nodes Nk satisfying
Nk ⊂ N and Nk1 ∩ Nk2 = ∅, ∀k1, k2 ∈ K. Each micro-
grid is energized by a DG, so we get |K| = |G| = K. For
notational simplicity, we define the set of microgrids K
the same as the set of nodes where DGs are installed,
i.e., K �= G.

2) The remotely controlled automatic switch devices are
assumed to be available in the distribution network so
that lines can be opened/closed and loads can be con-
nected/disconnected to form multiple microgrids. This
assumption is reasonable due to the fact that with
fast development of distribution automation technol-
ogy, the remotely controlled automatic switch devices
are being implemented on distribution feeders by many
utilities [14], e.g., the Spokane Smart Circuit project
by Avista Utilities [24]. Depending on the distribution
automation progress, these remotely controlled auto-
matic switch devices (for ease of description, we use
the term “switch” throughout this paper) can be fully or
partly installed at each line and node, to provide different
flexibilities in controlling the topology of the distribu-
tion network. In addition, due to the natural disaster,
some switches may be at fault. Our approach can easily
accommodate these cases as described in Section III-A6.
Based on the assumption, let cij ∈ {0, 1} denote the
binary decision variables indicating whether the switch
associated with line (i, j) is open (cij = 0) or closed
(cij = 1). Similarly, let si ∈ {0, 1} denote the binary
decision variables representing whether the switch con-
necting the load and node i is open (si = 0) or closed
(si = 1). By controlling these switches, K self-adequate
microgrids are formed to maximize the total critical

1We consider the radial topology in this paper because the majority of dis-
tribution systems are configured as a radial network. For the advanced network
topology other than radial (see [21]), the formulation needs modifications and
it is left for future research.
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loads to be restored. In Section III, we describe the
optimization formulation for this problem in detail.

3) The switches are assumed to have local communication
capabilities to exchange information with its neighboring
switches, which can be achieved by utilizing the matured
short-range low-cost wireless networks like Wi-Fi or
ZigBee. The communication network enables effective
collection of the operation parameters of the distribution
system (e.g., power demand values of all nodes, distri-
bution network topology information) as inputs for the
controller to make decisions of forming multiple micro-
grids at the time of the restoration. This process is called
the global information discovery [20]. Unlike the cen-
tralized approach that presents significant challenges to
the resilience of the communication infrastructure dur-
ing and after a disastrous event, we design the distributed
multiagent coordination for the global information dis-
covery based on the distributed communication network
assumed, which is suitable for the dynamic features
of the communications regarding a disastrous event.
In Section IV, we discuss the multiagent coordination
scheme for the global information discovery.

III. MICROGRIDS FORMATION IN RADIAL

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

In this section, the optimization for microgrids formation in
the distribution system is presented. K microgrids, each with
one DG, are formed by controlling the switches and output
of DGs by solving the MILP problem, to maximize the total
critical loads to be restored after the natural disaster, and to
guarantee that each microgrid is a self-adequate system.

A. Constraints for Microgrids Formation in MILP

1) Node Clustering Constraints (NCC): If the load at node
i ∈ N can be energized by microgrids, this node can only
belong to one of the K microgrids. However, some nodes may
stay islanded without being connected to any microgrid due to
permanent line faults. To tackle this issue, these faulted islands
should be removed from the set of nodes N to model the
node clustering constraints. This can be achieved by finding
the connected components of an undirected graph represent-
ing the distribution system topology and removing the nodes
and edges of the connected component without a DG. For the
preprocessed radial distribution network, the set of nodes and
edges are denoted by N̄ and L̄, respectively.

Define auxiliary binary decision variables vik ∈ {0, 1} indi-
cating whether node i ∈ N̄ belongs to microgrid k ∈ K
(vik = 1 if node i belongs to microgrid k, and vik = 0 other-
wise), and the node clustering constraints can be expressed as

∑

k∈K
vik = 1, ∀i ∈ N̄ . (1)

For node i at which the DG k is installed, i.e., i = k, node i
will surely belong to microgrid k, which can be written as the
following equality constraints:

vik = 1, i = k, ∀i ∈ N̄ , k ∈ K. (2)

2) Microgrid Connectivity Constraints (MCC): For a radial
(tree) distribution network, each microgrid can be viewed
as a subtree network with the root node being the node
where the DG is installed. Due to the connectivity fea-
ture of a tree, one node can belong to microgrid k only
if its parent node (for this microgrid) belongs to micro-
grid k, which can be expressed as the following inequality
constraints:

vik ≤ vjk, ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ N̄ \ {k}, j = θk(i) (3)

where θk(i) denotes the parent node of node i regarding
microgrid k.

3) Microgrid Branch-Node Constraints (MBNC): Next we
consider the constraints with respect to the relation between
nodes and lines in a microgrid. We see that if both nodes i
and j belong to microgrid k, i.e., vik = vjk = 1, then the line
connecting nodes i and j should also belong to microgrid k.
Together with (3), we can further derive that if the children
node of (i, j) (regarding microgrid k) belong to this microgrid,
then line (i, j) belongs to microgrid k. If line (i, j) belongs to
any one of the microgrid in K, the switch on this line (if it
exists) should be in the closed state. Thus, the branch-node
constraints can be expressed as

cij =
∑

k∈K
vhk, h = ζk(i, j), (i, j) ∈ L̄ (4)

where h = ζk(i, j) denotes the children node of line (i, j)
regarding microgrid k.

4) Microgrid Load Pickup Constraints (MLPC): If the load
at node i can be energized by microgrid k ∈ K, the fol-
lowing two conditions should be satisfied simultaneously:
1) node i belongs to microgrid k, i.e., vik = 1 and 2) the
switch associated with the load is closed so that the load
is connected to node i, i.e., si = 1. These two conditions
can be written in a uniform manner as vik · si = 1, which
is a quadratic constraint. To address this nonlinearity issue,
define the auxiliary binary decision variables γik ∈ {0, 1} as:
γik = vik · si,∀i ∈ N̄ , k ∈ K, and the quadratic equality con-
straints can be further converted to the following three linear
inequality constraints:

γik ≤ vik, ∀i ∈ N̄ , k ∈ K (5)

γik ≤ si, ∀i ∈ N̄ , k ∈ K (6)

γik ≥ vik + si − 1, ∀i ∈ N̄ , k ∈ K. (7)

5) Microgrid Operation Constraints (MOC): The micro-
grids formation should also satisfy operation constraints, e.g.,
power balance and voltage limit at each node. The DistFlow
model in [25] can be used as the power flow model for the
radial network, i.e., each microgrid. In addition, we apply lin-
earized approximation of DistFlow model [26] to formulate
microgrid operation constraints. Specifically, let Pk

i and Qk
i

denote the real and reactive power flow into node i for micro-
grid k. Since each microgrid is of a tree topology with DG
at the root node, each node has only one in-flow power, as
shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. DistFlow model for radial distribution network regarding microgrid k.

According to the linearized DistFlow model [26], the real
and reactive power balance at each node for microgrid k can
be written as

∑

j∈Sk
i

Pk
j = Pk

i − γik · pi, ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ N̄ (8)

∑

j∈Sk
i

Qk
j = Qk

i − γik · qi, ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ N̄ (9)

where Sk
i denote the set of children nodes of node i for micro-

grid k. Note that if node i does not belong to microgrid k
(i.e., vik = 0), the real and reactive in-flow power regarding
microgrid k (i.e., Pk

i and Qk
i ) should be zero, which can be

described by the following inequality constraints:

0 ≤ Pk
i ≤ vik · Pmax

k , ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ N̄ (10)

0 ≤ Qk
i ≤ vik · Qmax

k , ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ N̄ (11)

where Pmax
k and Qmax

k denote the capacity of the DG in micro-
grid k. We can see from (10) and (11) that the in-flow power
of DG nodes, which are denoted by Pk

k and Qk
k, is within the

capacity of the corresponding DG, i.e., 0 ≤ Pk
k ≤ Pmax

k and
0 ≤ Qk

k ≤ Qmax
k . Note that the adjustable reactive power Qk

k is
provided by DG k. In addition, the capacitor banks installed
on the feeders also provide reactive power of fixed values, and
the reactive power demand qi at node i has already deducted
the reactive power injection by capacitor banks at this node.

For the voltage constraints, the voltage at DG nodes will
be set to the reference values, denoted by Vk

0 for microgrid k.
According to the linearized DistFlow model, the voltages at
other nodes regarding microgrid k, which are denoted by Vk

i ,
can be expressed as

Vk
i = Vk

j − riPk
i + xiQk

i

Vk
0

− δk
i , j = θk(i), i ∈ N̄ \{k}, k ∈ K

(12)

where ri and xi denote the resistance and reactance of line
(i, j). Note that Vk

i should be less than Vk
0 if node i belongs to

microgrid k; otherwise Vk
i should be zero. This condition can

be written as the following inequality constraints:

0 ≤ Vk
i ≤ vik · Vk

0, ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ N̄ . (13)

The δk
i in (12) is a slack variable to make the equality con-

straint valid when node i does not belong to microgrid k but
its parent node j belongs to microgrid k. The constraints for
δk

i can be written as

0 ≤ δk
i ≤ (1 − vik) · Vk

0, ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ N̄ . (14)

With Vk
i for microgrid k, the actual voltage at node i can be

expressed as
∑

k∈K Vk
i . This voltage should be within a range

specified by the rated voltage VR and tolerance ε, that is

VR − ε · VR ≤
∑

k∈K
Vk

i ≤ VR + ε · VR, ∀i ∈ N̄ . (15)

6) Distribution System Condition Constraints (DSCC): Due
to the disastrous event, some lines may be at fault (i.e., the
lines are in the open state) and the repairs need a substantial
amount of time, or some switches fail and are in the open
state. In this case, denote these lines by the set LO, and we
can write the constraints as cij = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ LO ⊂ L̄. On
the other hand, some lines may have fault switches which are
in the closed state. These lines, denoted by the set LC ⊂ L̄,
can be treated as always in the closed state, i.e., cij = 1,
∀(i, j) ∈ LC ⊂ L̄. Similar distribution system condition
constraints can be applied to the switches at nodes where
NO denotes the set of fault switches that separate the load
from the node permanently, and NC denotes the set of loads
that are with fault switches in the closed state and must be
always connected to the node. The constraints regarding the
binary decision variables based on the actual conditions of the
distribution system can be written as follows:

cij = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ LO (16)

cij = 1, ∀(i, j) ∈ LC (17)

si = 0, ∀i ∈ NO (18)

si = 1, ∀i ∈ NC. (19)

B. Optimization Formulation

In general, loads have priorities to be picked up with
regard to their importance to sustaining critical functions. For
example, hospitals will be more crucial than those of the enter-
tainment sector. So for the load restoration after the blackout
due to a natural disaster, these significant loads should be given
higher priorities. Let wi denote the priority weight associated
with the load at node i, and a larger value of wi indicates
higher priority. The total priority weighted load picked up can
be expressed as

∑
i∈N̄ wi

∑
k∈K γik ·pi. The microgrids forma-

tion optimization aims to maximize the total priority weighted
loads picked up, subject to the constraints discussed above,
which can be expressed as an MILP problem2

max
si,cij,vik,γik,Pk

i ,Q
k
i ,V

k
i ,δk

i

∑

i∈N̄
wi ·

∑

k∈K
γik · pi (20)

s.t. NCC: (1), (2) (21)

MCC: (3) (22)

MBNC: (4) (23)

MLPC: (5)–(7) (24)

MOC: (8)–(15) (25)

DSCC: (16)–(19) (26)

2In this paper, we assume that loads are of fixed values requested by the
loads for the microgrids formation. However, after the microgrids are formed,
these loads may vary during the operation. To cope with this variation, the
fixed values requested by the loads can be their maximum demands to assure
adequacy during operation.
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which can be solved using off-the-shelf optimization solvers.
Note that the microgrids formation optimization in (20)–(26)
is an one-shot decision making problem at the time of restora-
tion, but this formulation can also be used for the following
time periods, i.e., at each time the updated system status
information is obtained and the optimization is conducted
to get the updated microgrids formation and DGs dispatch.
It can also be extended to a receding horizon based opti-
mization if the forecast of system status information can be
achieved, while the computational complexity in this case will
be higher.

IV. DISTRIBUTED MULTIAGENT COORDINATION FOR

GLOBAL INFORMATION DISCOVERY

We design the global information discovery scheme to get
the input parameters for the microgrid formation optimization
defined in (20)–(26) via a distributed multiagent coordina-
tion, as shown in Fig. 2. Each local agent (LA) represents
an individual device (e.g., a switch on the line or a node
controller) or a group of devices, by setting up communica-
tion links (e.g., wireless links) between the LA and devices.
The LAs only have a limited computation capability and local
communication functions. The regional agent (RA) has an
enhanced computation capability to solve the MILP problem
defined in (20)–(26). There are several RAs which can be
installed at the nodes where the DGs are located to ensure
sufficient power supply to perform intensive computation, to
compute the microgrids formation optimization to enhance
the resilience. Each LA exchanges information with its direct
neighboring LAs (and RAs) iteratively, and within a guaran-
teed number of iterations, the global information can be known
to the RAs to perform the optimization. The proposed dis-
tributed global information discovery scheme is more resilient
than the centralized method when the communication infras-
tructures are at fault, because the communications between
agents can be formed dynamically via wireless links and
global information discovery can be achieved by these local
communications without the infrastructure support. In addi-
tion, multiple RAs geographically distributed provide more
resilience than the centralized method in case of the central
controller at fault due to the disastrous event.

Note that the communication network can be different from
the power distribution network, since it can be formed dynam-
ically after the disaster happens. The topology of the power
distribution system is known to the RAs in terms of the
ON/OFF status of the switches via the global information dis-
covery. The communication network, on the other hand, can
be either static (known to agents) or dynamic (e.g., by forming
a wireless ad hoc network). We will consider both cases.

Let M denote the set of LAs in the system, and M = |M|
denotes the number of LAs. Note that M also includes RAs
since each RA also has a module that can conduct the function
of a LA. Denote the set of line switches represented by LA m
as Lm ⊂ L, and the set of load switches represented by LA
m as Nm ⊂ N . To discover the global information, we design
each LA m such that it has four vectors pm, qm, cm, and sm,
which track the information exchange for real-power demand,

Fig. 2. Multiagent model for information discovery.

reactive power demand, line switch status, and node switch
status, respectively.

Vectors pm and qm have a length of N, and the ith position
corresponds to the ith node in N . Each LA m initializes its
vectors pm and qm, denoted by p0

m and q0
m, according to the

real and reactive power of the local nodes it represents, and
the ith element of p0

m and q0
m can be expressed as

p0
m[i] =

{
Mpi i ∈ Nm

0 otherwise
(27)

q0
m[i] =

{
Mqi i ∈ Nm

0 otherwise.
(28)

The average values of p0
m and q0

m, denoted by p̄0 and p̄0,
respectively, for all LAs m ∈ M can be computed as

p̄0 = 1

M

M∑

m=1

p0
m = [p1, p2, . . . , pN]T (29)

q̄0 = 1

M

M∑

m=1

q0
m = [q1, q2, . . . , qN]T (30)

which actually reveal the global information of real and
reactive power for all nodes in N .

For the line switches, we define a set {1, 0,−1} to denote the
different states, in which “1” represents the normal operation
state (set of L\{LC ∪ LO}), “−1” represents the open state
(set of LO), and “0” represents the closed state (set of LC).
The same state definition applies for the node switches. Vector
cm has a length of L, with the ith position corresponding to
the ith line in L. Similarly, vector sm has a length of N, with
the ith position corresponding to the ith node in N . Each LA
m initializes its vectors cm and sm, denoted by c0

m and s0
m,

according to the states of the local switches it represents, and
the ith element of c0

m and s0
m can be expressed as

c0
m[i] =

⎧
⎨

⎩

M i ∈ Lm ∩ L \ {LC ∪ LO}
−M i ∈ Lm ∩ LO

0 otherwise
(31)

s0
m[i] =

⎧
⎨

⎩

M i ∈ Nm ∩ N \ {NC ∪ NO}
−M i ∈ Nm ∩ NO

0 otherwise.
(32)
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The average values of c0
m and s0

m, denoted by c̄0 and s̄0,
respectively, for all agents m ∈ M can be computed as

c̄0 = 1

M

M∑

m=1

c0
m =

⎧
⎨

⎩

1 i ∈ L \ {LC ∪ LO}
−1 i ∈ LO

0 i ∈ LC

(33)

s̄0 = 1

M

M∑

m=1

s0
m =

⎧
⎨

⎩

1 i ∈ N \ {NC ∪ NO}
−1 i ∈ NO

0 i ∈ NC

(34)

which reveal the global information of switches’ states for all
nodes in N and lines in L.

As discussed above, the average values of the vectors pm,
qm, cm, and sm with proper design of the initialization, reveal
all the parameters for the optimization. Inspired by it, the
average consensus algorithm [27] can be utilized for this mul-
tiagent system to conduct the global information discovery.
The algorithm can achieve the average value of all agents
(as a consensus agreement) iteratively just by local informa-
tion exchange. Readers can refer to [27] and references therein
for the detailed theoretical analysis of the average consensus
algorithm. In this paper, the average consensus algorithm for
each LA m can be expressed as

xk+1
m = xk

m +
∑

r∈Rm

εmr ·
(

xk
r − xk

m

)
(35)

where xk
m represents the vectors pm, qm, cm, and sm at

step k, and Rm denotes the set of its direct neighboring LAs.
εmr is the step size for information exchange between LAs
m and r. With proper design of step size εmr, the value of
xk

m will converge to the average of their initialized values,3

i.e., xk
m → x̄m = (1/M)

∑M
m=1 x0

m, with given accuracy after
a certain number of iterations which is determined by the
termination condition. In other words, all LAs, including the
RAs, will get the global parameters of real and reactive power
demands, line switches’ status, and node switches’ status.4

The RAs can then solve the microgrids formation optimiza-
tion shown in (20)–(26). The solutions in terms of actions
(e.g., open or closed) of normal operational switches and
outputs of DGs will be broadcast to all LAs, and correspond-
ing actions will be taken to form K self-adequate microgrids
energized by DGs.

For the design of step size εmr, we consider two scenarios.
1) The communication network is time-invariant and net-

work topology is known to each LA.
2) The communication network is dynamic and network

topology is not known to each LA.
For the first scenario, the convergence of the average

consensus algorithm in (35) is related to the eigenvalue
of the Laplacian matrix representing the communication
network, which has been studied extensively in the literature

3We assume that the communication network is connected and two-way
communication exists for each link, which guarantees the convergence of the
average consensus algorithm in (35).

4Note that the final iteration value xk
m of the switch states (i.e., ck

m and sk
m)

may not converge to the exact integer values (e.g., 0, −1, and 1) due to
the iteration termination condition, i.e., the iteration will stop if convergence
deviation is less than a tolerance ζ . But with a proper termination tolerance
ζ (e.g., ζ = 10−3), the rounding results of xk

m (to nearest integer) can always
give the correct integer values.

Fig. 3. IEEE 37-node test system with three DGs installed.

(see [27]–[29], and reference therein). As shown in [29], the
minimum convergence time is obtained for a constant step
size ε = 2/[λ2(L) + λM(L)], where λi(L) is the ith largest
eigenvalue of the graph Laplacian matrix L. With regard to
convergence speed, Olfati-Saber et al. [27] showed that a
discrete-time consensus is globally exponentially reached with
a speed that is faster than or equal to κ2 = 1 − ελ2(L). These
convergence features help in designing the network topology
to achieve a better tradeoff between the infrastructure cost and
the convergence rate.

However, due to the natural disaster, the communication
network may be dynamic; thus the network topology is
unknown to each LA to design the optimal step size ε. In
this case, step size should be designed based on local con-
nectivity information, i.e., εmr. In [20] and [30], an improved
Metropolis–Hastings method was proposed to adapt to changes
of system configuration as

εmr =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1
max(nm,nr)+1 r ∈ Rm

1 − ∑
r∈Rm

1
max(nm,nr)+1 m = r

0 otherwise

(36)

where nm denotes the degree of node (LA) m for the undi-
rected graph representing the communication network. With
this method, the step size can be obtained locally to achieve
the average consensus, i.e., the global information as input for
the MILP optimization.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we validate our microgrids formation scheme
via two modified IEEE radial distribution system test net-
works, i.e., IEEE 37-node feeder test network [31] and IEEE
123-node feeder test network [32], based on per-phase anal-
ysis. CPLEX 12.4 is used to solve the MILP microgrid
formation problem. MATLAB 2009a is used to formulate the
model and link the CPLEX solver. The simulation environment
is of Intel Core i5-3210M 2.5 GHz with 4 GB memory.

A. Case Study I: IEEE 37-Node Feeder System

In this 37-node system, three DGs are assumed to be
installed at three nodes (702, 710, 728). Four line switches

http://www.tarjomehrooz.com/
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR DGS

TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR THE LOAD AT EACH NODE

are in open status (at fault) as a result of the disastrous event,
as shown in Fig. 3. The line switches that are in closed status
are denoted by the dashed line in Fig. 3. The real and reactive
power capacity of the three DGs are generated randomly as
shown in Table I, and the real and reactive power demand of
load at each node as well as its weight are generated randomly
as shown in Table II. Note that in practice, how the values of
weights are chosen is a complicated problem and many aspects
should be considered. Since the focus of the case studies is to
validate the microgrids formation optimization proposed, the
method to determine the priority weights wi is out of the scope
of this paper. The status of switches for each node are shown
in Table II, with 0 indicating open status, 1 indicating closed
status, and “0/1” indicating switchable status.

Fig. 4 shows two examples of the convergence results for
the multiagent coordination using the average consensus algo-
rithm with a step size suitable for dynamic topology in (36).

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Examples of convergence results of the multiagent coordination for
global information discovery. (a) Convergence of real power of node 702
with 18.61 kW. (b) Convergence of switch status of line (702, 705) with open
status.

Fig. 5. Microgrids formation results for IEEE 37-node test system, with each
microgrid energized by a DG.

In these examples, we assume that the network topology of
LAs is the same as that of the distribution network, and each
LA represents one line switch and one node switch, i.e., the
total number of agents is N. In Fig. 4(a), with proper initial-
ized demand values set according to (27), all LAs, including
RAs, finally reach agreement of 18.61 kW, which is the real-
power demand of node 702. In Fig. 4(b), with proper initialized
switch status values set according to (31), all LAs, including
RAs, finally reach the consensus of −1, representing the open
status of the switch at the line (702, 705). Other values can
also be obtained at each LA and RA in the same way, and the
RAs solve the MILP problem and then broadcast the ON/OFF
decisions of these switches and generation values of DGs to
each LA to realize the microgrids formation.

Note that each LA can represent several switches so that
the number of agents will be less than N and the conver-
gence will be faster. The convergence is guaranteed if the
communication network of the agents is connected. Also in
the test case, the communication network is of radial topol-
ogy, but if more connections can be made among agents
(e.g., forming a mesh network), the convergence time will be
improved since the larger λ2(L) will increase the convergence
speed [27]. The convergence examples here are illustrations of
the multiagent coordination scheme. The actual communica-
tion network design, however, should consider several practical
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Fig. 6. IEEE 123-node test system with eight DGs installed.

Fig. 7. Microgrids formation results for IEEE 123-node test system, with
each microgrid energized by a DG.

aspects such as communication ranges, battery capacity to sup-
port the communication module, the time requirements for the
global information discovery, and so forth, which are out of
the scope of this paper.

Fig. 5 shows the microgrid formation optimization results.
Three microgrids are formed by opening/closing line switches,
and each one is energized by one DG. The voltage of
nodes are within the range specified. The loads picked up,
labeled by triangles in Fig. 5, are achieved by opening/closing
node switches. The computation time for the MILP problem
is 0.265 s.

B. Case Study II: IEEE 123-Node Feeder System

Fig. 6 shows the IEEE 123-node system with eight DGs
installed at eight nodes. There are seven line switches in open
status (at fault) as a result of the disastrous event, as shown
in Fig. 6, and the line switches in closed status are denoted
by the dashed line as shown in Fig. 6. Similar to the previous
case study, the real and reactive power capacity of the DGs
are randomly generated. The real and reactive power demand
of load at each node, as well as its weight, are generated

randomly. Among the node switches, six nodes switches are
randomly chosen as in open status and six nodes switches
are randomly chosen as in closed status, while other switches
are in normal switchable status. Due to space limitation, these
values are not shown in this paper.

Fig. 7 shows the microgrids formation optimization results
for the 123-node test system. Eight microgrids are formed
separately by opening/closing line switches, and each one
is energized by one DG. The loads are picked up by clos-
ing certain node switches, labeled by triangles in Fig. 7. The
computation time for the MILP problem is 2.402 s.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a microgrid formation mecha-
nism to restore critical loads after a major fault happens at the
main grid as a result of a natural disaster, by exploiting the
DGs and automatic remotely controlled switches which are
being installed more and more by utilities. A MILP problem
was formulated to maximize the total prioritized loads restored
while satisfying self-adequacy and operation constraints of
each microgrid. A distributed multiagent coordination scheme
was designed to achieve global information discovery via only
local communications, which is suitable for resilient com-
munication requirements after a natural disaster. The formed
microgrids serve as starting points for further power quality
control and can be connected to form a larger microgrid before
the completion of main grid restoration.
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